Repeat of the advertisement in the Astronomy magazine issue of February 2021;
For easy reading text in bigger font
(See link below for illustrated version)

A new discovery claim over
invisible state of the matter:
The entire Universe is materialistic; no pocket of the
Universe is with absolute nothing. What we see, we
understand it as matter but whatsoever (particles and
rays etc) in the space we can’t see that too is matter
(materialistic).

of the magnetic compass is pointed towards the North
Pole of the Bar-magnet it forms the same pattern of
magnetic rays as North Pole of the compass forms
with the South Pole of the bar -magnet. Then why
does the forward direction of the rays diﬀers over
North and South Pole of the bar-magnet?. Pattern
formed by the magnetic rays must be the mirror
reﬂection image pattern as shown below under the
sketch ‘B’.

If Discoverer Ramesh Varma (India) had been
academic qualiﬁed PhD scientist (not citizen
scientist); discovery claim instead of being an
advertisement, would have appeared in all
Science Journals as publication resulting to make it
viral among the concerned. (Mode of new discovery
information set by the Academic World is a curse on
the mankind).
Fact: Whatsoever trillions and trillions of stars release
in the form of invisible matter (rays, particles, gases
etc) by losing their mass in their respective galaxies or
in space that all is mixture of diﬀerent kinds of matter
to be called as white matter which has been falsely
understood by the Scientists as dark matter. Further,
presence of invisible matter in the galaxies called as
dark matter by the Scientists was noticed in the year
1930s whereas Scientists came to know of the solar
wind in the 1940s. With the result it has been
understood that Sun loses mass to generate
whatsoever it ejects to solar space. It is an utmost
surprise that until now no one has linked mass lost by
the stars to generate invisible white matter (falsely
understood as dark matter.
Ÿ Rays of all kinds are materialistic. A ray is
composed of ﬁnest form of spherical particles. All
spherical particles by closely touching each other
form a row or a ray. Density, diameter and chemical
properties of the spherical particles make a ray of
diﬀerent kind.
Ÿ Magnetic rays: are composed of ﬁnest form of the
particle matter. Iron or any other magnetic material
acting as catalyst splits a kind of stable form of
white matter of the space say ‘NS’ to two unstable
forms of white matter particles rays say ‘N’ and ‘S’;
both rays intend to re-unite again to form stable
white matter ‘NS’.
Forward direction of the magnetic particles rays:
Information taken from the academic books and
Internet shows pattern of the magnetic rays as shown
over the sketch ‘A’.

What the Discovery claimer has understood:
Understood pattern suggests that magnetism or
magnetic rays are being generated at the North Pole
and on entering as South Pole; magnetic rays travel
through the magnetic bar to North Pole to repeat the
cycle (why is it not vice- versa?). Further; if South Pole
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Pattern of rays as understood by the Discovery Claimer

Above stated fact and sketch ‘B’ and ‘C’ below
conﬁrms that magnetic particles rays ‘N’ and ‘S’ has
been produced from the space matter NS by the
magnetic matter (Bar magnet) acting as catalyst and
rays ‘N’ and ‘S’ having the property to re-unite again to
form stable white matter NS.
The following sketch ‘C’ as understood by the
Discovery Claimer also justiﬁes repulsion and
attraction to bar magnets by the magnetic rays ‘S’ and
‘N’ forming a mirror reﬂection image pattern.
Sketch-C
1. Repulsion to magnets by the magnetic S-rays to S-rays
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2. Repulsion to magnets by the magnetic N-rays to N-rays
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3. Attraction by the magnets by the magnetic rays N and S due
to reformation of space matter NS.
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Electrons of an atom, lightning or of the
electricity are a state of the matter, which act as
energy under speciﬁc conditions. Electricity
generator generates electrons from a kind of the
space’s white matter along with the magnetic
particle matter. In case terminals (positive/
negative) of the generator are not connected to
any device or to the earth; produced electrons
disappear to space in the form of white matter.
Ÿ Smell/Odour particles are the chemical particles
released by the decomposition of the organic/
inorganic chemical matter so smell particles are
also a state of the matter.
Ÿ Gravity is not a wave or particle matter but it is
directly related to the matter of any kind including
white-matter.
Scientists have claimed that they have detected
gravitational waves emerging from clubbing
(collision) of two nearby black holes. In fact it was not
the gravitational waves but were compressions and
rarefactions created in the space occupied by the
white matter as medium, like by the sound in air
medium.
Ÿ
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Energy is not merely energy but it is a state of
the matter (white matter), which acts as energy
under speciﬁc conditions.

There is no dark energy, which is pulling the
galaxies and other celestial objects towards outer
space (or expanding the Universe) but it is the
outward going white matter particles and rays
generated and released by the stars, planets and
other objects that are pushing the celestial objects
along with the galaxies towards the outer presumed
end of the Universe.
Conclusion: Periodic table is for the visible states of
the matter (solid, liquid and gases) but so far the
World has not been able to correctly understand
physical, chemical and biochemical properties of the
invisible matter. Correct understanding of true states
of the matter and particularly the invisible matter
by the Discovery Claimer has resulted to conclude
that Prime and only one Fundamental of the Universe
for its existence, formation and working is the
‘Universe is Materialistic’. Already understood four
fundamentals of the Universe by the World are the
sub-fundamentals of it. As under the Religion belief
there would be only one God (not so many). Similarly.
there can’t be four Fundamentals. The said
discovered and claimed Prime and only one
Fundamental would lead to replace all theories,
postulations, hypothesises and speculations with the
facts.
Must read discovery claim advertisements over
Astronomy and Light published in the magazine
‘ASTRONOMY’. which appeared in the issue Feb
2020 to August 2020 (7 Nos) and over subject
‘Light’ (Physics) January 2021.
Ÿ Much more over the discovery claim is over the
website www.newtonugeam.com under title
MATERIALISTIC UNIVERSE.
Ÿ After going through the discovery claim as stated
above; please reply that why above stated
discovered and claimed facts are not correct.
E-mail: ramesh_varma @newtonugeam.com
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